Safety Precautions
Pools are for fun and play, but PoolParty Patio Furniture is not built to be a TOY! The following precautions are meant to serve as
notice that responsible use will be required for the safe use of PoolParty Patio furniture.
Diving:
Do not stand or dive from the table or chairs, this furniture is not designed to bear the full body weight of an active adult or child
climbing to the top, standing on the top or diving from the furniture into the water. The chairs cannot possibly be built large enough to
support diving stability.
The PoolParty “Raft” is designed to be used as recreational In-Pool Patio Furniture, not as In-Pool water toys. The stability of the
furniture is limited to its intended use in or out of the water. The furniture should not be submerged on it’s side or back and then stood
on to dive, the furniture was not designed to protect the floor from this position, not built for people to use it as a diving platform. The
manufacturer will not take responsibility for damage to pool liners or the furniture where it is obvious the furniture was misused by the
consumer.
Children-Supervision:
PoolParty Furniture is an attraction for children. The table has been designed in an attempt to keep children and small adults from
swimming into, getting caught up in the under-carriage frame. The chairs were designed to be light-weight and tip over easily should
children accidentally swim into the pieces. Children should be supervised when playing on or near the equipment. Adults using the
PoolParty Set should remain alert to children swimming in and through the chairs, and monitored accordingly.
Responsible Use:
The PoolParty Set should be removed from the pool when use is complete and rinsed with clean water. This rinsing will help keep the
fabric soft and pliable and the colors vibrant for years to come!
Wind and Weather:
General caution should be used in windy conditions. One of the design issues for PoolParty was wind-sheer on the umbrella, and
therefore table stability. The mesh umbrellas reduce wind sheer significantly and allow air to easily travel through the fabric, however,
this will not be enough to protect the product from excess amounts of wind. The users can use the lower ring to brace their feet and
give the table more ballast, but if wind conditions are unfavorable remove the umbrella immediately from the furniture to protect you
from damage or injury.
In every way, this furniture is subject to the same weather pressures as any other Patio Furniture Product. If the weather looks to be
excessive from wind or storm, remove the furniture from the pool.
Bad Weather will affect the PoolParty Set the same as any other outdoor Patio furniture Product. In the event of inclement weather,
care should be taken to move the furniture to safe conditions, removing the umbrella and the furniture from the wind or out of the
path of the storm. PoolParty is made of aluminum and care should be taken against damage by lightning and wind. In the event of
threatening weather, remove the set from the water immediately!
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